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Introduction 

Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 

examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  

The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects 

examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. 

A selection of candidate answers are also provided. The reports will also explain aspects which caused 

difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor examination 

technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 

highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. 

A full copy of the question paper and the mark scheme can be downloaded from OCR. 

Advance Information for Summer 2022 assessments  

To support student revision, advance information was published about the focus of exams for Summer 

2022 assessments. Advance information was available for most GCSE, AS and A Level subjects, Core 

Maths, FSMQ, and Cambridge Nationals Information Technologies. You can find more information on 

our website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Would you prefer a Word version?  

Did you know that you can save this PDF as a Word file using Acrobat Professional?  

Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word 

(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere on 
the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.) 

If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional, there are a number of free applications available that 
will also convert PDF to Word (search for PDF to Word converter). 

  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/subject-updates/summer-2022-advance-info-639931/
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Paper 1 series overview 

The paper produced a very good spread of marks and it appeared that most candidates were able to 

complete the paper in the time allowed. For many this was their first public examination in Maths and 

many candidates produced good work. Some seemed unsure about how much working to include and 

some lost marks in questions requiring detailed reasoning. 

 

Candidates who did well on this paper 

generally did the following: 

Candidates who did less well on this paper 

generally did the following: 

• used their calculator sensibly for routine 
things like solving quadratic equations 

• showed sufficient working to convince the 
examiner they were using valid methods 

• made good comments when asked to 
explain their reasoning. 

• jotted down fragments of working rather 
than setting out a convincing argument for 
their answers 

• were not able to compare a mathematical 
model with the context it was modelling 

• did not use technical vocabulary precisely 
which is particularly a problem in 
Mechanics. 
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Question 1  

Although an algebraic version of this question, most candidates made a good start and were able to 

expand brackets accurately. 

Exemplar 1 

This is a clear exemplar of where a candidate selects the correct method and obtains the right answer on 

the way to an incorrect answer. There is a misconception about how algebraic fractions simplify. 

 

Question 2 (a)  

The values in the question were such that simply typing into a calculator could not give an answer as the 

values are too big. Some candidates tried inappropriate “shortcuts” such as 
50!

49!
 which do not give the 

correct answer. 

 

Question 2 (b)  

Most candidates used their calculator to find the binomial coefficient which is a good use of technology. 
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Question 3 (a)  

This was generally well done but not all candidates showed the equation they were trying to solve. 

Where errors were made in the algebra, a check against the given graph should have helped candidates 

to notice and correct their mistakes. 

 

Question 3 (b)  

Most candidates incorrectly found the maximum velocity of the particle writing = 3v  when = 3t .  

Assessment for learning 

The greatest speed here does not occur at the stationary point of the graph but rather at the 
beginning of the interval when = 0t  . Finding the value of v  at the maximum point would have 

been a lot of work for the 1 mark allocated and the amount of space in the Printed Answer 
Booklet. The command words “write down” should also have been a clue here. 
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Question 4 (a), (b), (c) 

Most candidates were able to complete the square accurately and read off the coordinates of the 

minimum point. Most realised that the two graphs were translations of each other but many lost marks 

for not using the correct technical language being tested here. 

Assessment for learning 

“Slide” or “move” are not enough when describing a translation and a vector is the best way to 
indicate that the graph needs to be translated by 2.5 units to the left. 
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Question 5 (a)  

Many candidates did not realise that the description of the transformation given in the question meant 

they had to adjust the argument of the tan function. It was quite common to see =
2

tan
3

y x  here which 

gained no marks. 

 

Question 5 (b)  

The word “period” was not well understood, so many candidates wrote about the domain of the function 

in the part of the given graph instead. 
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Question 5 (c)  

Candidates were given credit here for solving their function =f( ) 1x  provided they had a transformation 

of the tan function. Many did not realise that the answer for part (b) could be used as a way of generating 

other roots. Notice, in a detailed reasoning question like this, it was not enough to read from the graph, 

or to solve their equation by calculator, although both these methods provide a useful check for algebraic 

working. 

 

Question 6 (a)  

This question was very well done. Some candidates lost marks when they omitted to include or to find 

the value of the constant. 

 

Question 6 (b)  

For a “verify” question, candidates could either expand the brackets and compare with their answer to 

part (a) or factorise their expression from part (a). Either way, examiners were looking for a quadratic 

factor as evidence of their working. Some candidates used a calculator to solve the equation = 0y  and 

use the factor theorem to identify the factors of the expression. This was not easy to do well as 

candidates had to explain the factor of 2 and may not have known from the calculator that = 3x  was a 

repeated root. 

 

Question 6 (c)  

This was generally well done as the factorised form of the curve was given. Some candidates lost marks 

because they did not show the values of the intercepts with the axes. 
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Question 7 (a)  

When a particle is modelled as a particle it is considered as a point mass, so its size and shape are not 

relevant, and any rotation is not taken into account. Many candidates wrote about other modelling 

assumptions they might have come across in other contexts. 

 

Question 7 (b)  

The equation required here was a vector equation but use of two separate equations for the two 

directions instead was also allowed. Simply finding a total of the forces was not enough as Newton’s 

second law was expected here. 

Misconception 

It is never a valid equation when vectors and scalars are added together in an equation. The 
resistance in this question should have been written as −300i . 

 

Question 7 (c)  

Follow-through from an incorrect equation of motion was allowed here where the acceleration was given 

as a vector. 
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Question 8 (a)  

Most candidates answered this well showing their use of = 0t . 

 

Question 8 (b)  

Many candidates did a good job here either by calculating the gradient of the line or by setting up and 

using simultaneous equations. These could have been solved by calculator for full credit. Some 

candidates use pence instead of pounds but the unit for x  is given in the question and should have been 

used. 

 

Question 8 (c)  

This question was not difficult for those who had a correct linear model for part (b). It is vital here to 

compare the model and the real-life situation. 

Exemplar 2 

This candidate comments that for small values of x, the model predicts that the number of cakes would 

be negative. However, to be given the mark here, this must be related to the situation being modelled, so 

a comment such as “you can’t have a negative number of cakes” was needed to get the mark.  
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Question 8 (d)  

Most candidates did not realise that there are two constraints here on the value of x , one from the 

positivity of y  flagged in the previous part question, and the other from the need for the demand to be at 

least as great as the supply. One mark was given for attempting to find at least one of the boundary 

values, but inequalities were needed for the accuracy marks.  

 

Question 9 (a)  

The ability to draw an accurate force diagram is a crucial skill in Mechanics but many candidates lacked 

the precision in placing the forces on the correct part of this system of connected particles. The direction 

of each force and where it is acting must be shown and each force must be properly labelled to gain full 

credit. 

Exemplar 3 

This diagram has the driving force and the resistance on the trailer correct but the 1600N resistance 

should be attached to the tractor. There is also an unexplained additional force floating above the 

diagram so the first B1 was not given. The tension in the towbar is drawn as a thrust which makes no 

sense when the question states that the tractor is pulling the trailer – this could have been correct had a 

negative value been found and explained in part (b) of the question. The weights were correct but not 

needed as they have no horizontal component. As they are drawn, it would be better to also draw the 

distinct normal reactions on the tractor and trailer. 
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Question 9 (b)  

Generally, candidates who scored well in part (a) did well here too. They either looked at the whole 

system or each of the separate parts. A few words of explanation of which part of the system was being 

considered would make the solutions much easier to understand. 

 

Question 10 (a)  

This was very well done as most candidates showed their gradient calculation and how they evaluated 

the constant. A convincing argument was needed for both marks to be given. 

 

Question 10 (b)  

There were many good answers based on the cosine rule with a few candidates using an alternative 

method using the link between the gradient of lines and the angle they make with the axes. Many marks 

were lost due to errors with negative numbers or mis-remembering the midpoint formula or the cosine 

rule. There was follow-through given throughout this question. 

 

Question 11 (a)  

Most candidates selected and used the correct suvat  equation and applied it well. A few calculated a 

value for acceleration, but this was not necessary. Where candidates only calculated a , the method 

mark was not given as the method was incomplete. 
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Question 11 (b)  

This was also done well although some candidates did not explain well what they were doing. The most 

common error was to equate the velocity to zero rather than 9. 

 

Question 11 (c)  

Many candidates used calculus well here, although some continued to use the suvat  equations where 

they are not valid. 

 

Question 11 (d)  

Many candidates integrated accurately though many did not consider the arbitrary constant. In this 

question, the constant is zero, so their answers gave correct values. The use of a definite integral clearly 

seen and evaluated by calculator was sufficient here. To get the mark for the comparison of the models, 

the actual values needed to be quoted as evidence in their response. 
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Question 12 (a)  

The fundamental flaw here is that the gradient formula relies on the two points being distinct, so it is not 

appropriate to equate h to zero. That would lead to an undefined quantity 
0

0
  and statements such as 

“this is undefined” or “you can’t divide by zero” were also allowed. 

 

Question 12 (b)  

This was not well answered, and some candidates assumed the issue was in the algebra, which did not 

contain a fault. To get full credit here, candidates had to demonstrate how they would simplify the 

fraction in the question to +6 h  and show some understanding of the limit of this expression as h  tends 

to zero – but putting = 0h  did not achieve this mark. 

 

Question 12 (c)  

Some candidates did not attempt this question as they had not completed part (b). Full credit was given 

for candidates who found the gradient of the curve by any method and used it correctly to find the 

equation of the tangent. 
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